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Demonstration of Negative Dispersion Fibers for
DWDM Metropolitan Area Networks
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S. Kumar, N. Lascar, I. Roudas, M. Sharma, R. S. Vodhanel, and C.-C. Wang

Abstract—In this paper, we present a detailed experimental and
theoretical study, showing that a novel nonzero dispersion-shifted
fiber with negative dispersion enhances the capabilities of
metropolitan area optical systems, while at the same time, re-
ducing the system cost by eliminating the need of dispersion
compensation. The performance of this dispersion-optimized
fiber was studied using different types of optical transmitters for
both 1310- and 1550-nm wavelength windows and for both 2.5-
and 10-Gb/s bit rates. It is shown that this new fiber extends the
nonregenerated distance up to 300 km when directly modulated
distributed feedback (DFB) laser transmitters at 2.5 Gb/s are used.
The negative dispersion characteristics of the fiber also enhance
the transmission performance in metropolitan area networks
with transmitters that use electroabsorption (EA) modulator
integrated distributed feedback (DFB) lasers, which are biased
for positive chirp. In the case of 10 Gb/s, externally modulated
signals (using either EA-DFBs or external modulated lasers using
Mach–Zehnder modulators), we predict that the maximum reach
that can be accomplished without dispersion compensation is
more than 200 km for both 100- and 200-GHz channel spacing. To
our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of the capabilities
of a nonzero dispersion-shifted fiber with negative dispersion for
metropolitan applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

DENSE wavelength-division-multiplexing (DWDM)
technologies are being deployed internationally, since

it is recognized that they can satisfy the traffic demands for
high-capacity networking. The last two years have marked the
introduction of DWDM also in metropolitan area networks
[1], [2]. The unique characteristics of the metro environment,
such as high sensitivity to price, as well as the immaturity
of the technology have been its main obstacles to wide-
spread deployment to date. Several research projects such
as Optical Networks Technology Consortium (ONTC) [3],
Multiwavelength Optical NETworking (MONET) [4] and
All-Optical Network (AON) [5], had previously focused on
applying DWDM in the long-haul and metro environment.
The increasing demand for more bandwidth in the access
network, created by the need for enhanced services mainly
through the Internet, and the availability of optical components
at a competitive price are now beginning to shift the network
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Fig. 1. The structure of DWDM optical networks.

prototypes from the research labs to the field, signaling the
rise of DWDM in the metro environment [1], [2]. Fig. 1
shows a simplified picture of the layout of optical networks.
Metro optical networks, interfacing both the long-haul and the
residential access networks, may encompass regional through
business-access networks. Typically, their size can be up to
300 km, and the bit rate per wavelength can be either 2.5 or 10
Gb/s. Metro systems differ from long-haul DWDM systems in
that they are far more sensitive to equipment costs, requiring
the use of low-cost optical components.

In metro area networks, the dispersion-induced waveform
distortion is the major impairment that the designer of the
system has to consider. Depending on the choice of the optical
transmitter and consequently its frequency-chirp character-
istics, the dispersion-induced waveform distortion can be
deleterious for the signal transmission, even at very short
distances. Dispersion compensation is used in point to point
long-haul systems to reduce dispersion-induced penalties.
However, in optical networks the placement of the dispersion
compensating modules (DCM) becomes an issue because (a)
different optical channels in a fiber originate from different
nodes, and hence, see different amounts of accumulated
dispersion, (b) the loss added by the dispersion compensating
modules increases the effective noise figure of the system and
limits the size of the network in noise-limited systems, and (c)
dispersion compensation adds cost. Therefore, an optical fiber
with dispersion-optimized design for Metro area applications
that will eliminate the need for dispersion compensation should
ease the engineering of the network.

The choice of the optical transmitter and its associated char-
acteristics will determine the maximum distance that the signal
can be transmitted. Depending on the per wavelength bit,rate,
different types of optical transmitters are considered, including
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directly modulated distributed feedback lasers (DMLs), elec-
troabsorption modulated distributed feedback lasers (EA-DFBs)
or externally modulated lasers using Mach–Zehnder LiNbO
modulators (MZ). In all cases, semiconductor distributed feed-
back laser sources are assumed.

Low-cost directly modulated lasers (DML) recently attracted
much attention for use as transmitters in 2.5-Gb/s metro area
applications. However, DMLs have some major drawbacks. The
output power waveform is not an exact replica of the modulation
current and the instantaneous optical frequency varies with time
dependingonthechangesoftheopticalpower(aneffectalsoknow
as frequency chirp) [6], [7]. The interaction of the positive chirp
withthepositivedispersionofconventionalstandardsingle-mode
fibers (like Corning SMF-28 fiber or any other fiber with similar
dispersion characteristics) deteriorates the optical signal and sets
a limit in the maximum achievable transmission distance [7]–[9].
The dispersion-induced waveform distortion is the major im-
pairment limiting the size of the metropolitan area systems using
SMF-28fiber.Typically,DMLsareratedfor100-kmtransmission
distances over SMF-28 fiber with less than 2-dB dispersion-in-
duced penalty. Therefore, for such systems, there is a growing
interest to use a fiber whose dispersion is optimized for increased
transmissiondistancewithDMLs.Negativedispersion fiberscan
be used to take advantage of the positive chirp characteristics of
DMLs toenhance transmissiondistances [10].

Electroabsorption modulator integrated distributed feedback
lasers have recently attracted much attention as cost-effective
transmitters for 10-Gb/s (OC-192) applications. The average

-parameter of an electroabsorption-modulated laser is tunable,
depending on the value of the reverse bias voltage applied to
the modulator section of the EA-DFB [11], [12]. Change of the
reverse bias affects, also the output power [11], [12]. In general,
an increase of the reverse bias voltage of the absorption section
results in increased absorption, and consequently decreased
output optical power, while concurrently the-parameter
decreases and can even become negative. Since the-pa-
rameter is tunable, optimum operating-conditions in terms of
the chirp/dispersion interactions can be set for fibers having
different amounts and signs of dispersion. For example for
optimum transmission performance over fibers with positive
dispersion, the -parameter should be set to have a negative
value. Although this is possible for a large reverse bias voltage,
the absorption is very large and the output optical power is
greatly reduced. Conversely, for negative dispersion fibers, the
bias voltage of the EA-DFB can be set for positive chirp to
achieve increased transmission distances relative to SMF-28
fiber. This setting provides the added benefit of increased
output power, since the absorption at the EA section is reduced
when biased for positive chirp [11], [12].

The choice of external modulation using Mach–Zehnder
(MZ) modulators is far more expensive, but it can be also con-
sidered for 10-Gb/s metro area applications. The characteristics
of the chirp parameter of MZ modulators is different from that
of electroabsorption integrated DFB lasers [12], and therefore,
is studied separately. The commercially available modulators
can produce chirp-free signals or can be used for prechirping.
In the latter case, the chirp-parameter can be either or

Fig. 2. The dispersion characteristics of MetroCor and SMF-28 fibers.

. Thus, in the following, we will limit our studies to the
specific chirp-parameter values.

Recently, a nonzero dispersion-shifted fiber (NZDSF) with
negative dispersion (Corning MetroCor fiber) was introduced to
take advantage of the positive chirp characteristics of low-cost
transmitters that are likely to be used in metro area networks.
This dispersion-optimized optical fiber can eliminate the need
for dispersion compensation and will enable the introduction of
DWDM technologies in the metro environment. The dispersion
characteristics of this novel fiber are shown in Fig. 2. MetroCor
fiber has a zero dispersion wavelengthnear 1630–1640 nm.
As a result, this fiber has an average dispersion of about3
ps/nm/km in the -band and about 8 ps/nm/km in the -band.
The loss, the dispersion slope and the effective area are typical
of other conventional NZ-DSF fibers (G.655 compliant fiber).

The idea for the design of a specialty fiber with such dis-
persion characteristics is based on considerations regarding the
interaction of laser frequency chirp with the fiber dispersion.
It is known that the chirp greatly affects the pulse propagation
by causing the leading and trailing edges of the pulses to have
slightly different frequencies and consequently different group
velocities. If the -parameter (chirp parameter) is positive, as it
is always the case for directly modulated lasers, then the fre-
quency components of the leading edge of the pulse will be
blue-shifted and the trailing edge red-shifted.1 In general, if
the pulses are transmitted over a positive dispersion fiber (like
SMF-28 fiber), then the blue-shifted components of the pulse
will have a larger group velocity and the red-shifted compo-
nents will have a smaller group velocity. The result will be
that the pulse will broaden and significant chirp-induced power
penalty will be observed since intersymbol interference will
occur. However, if the pulses are transmitted over a negative dis-
persion fiber then the blue-shifted components of the pulse will
have a smaller group velocity and the red-shifted components
will have a larger one. The result in this case will be, to some
extent, pulse compression and significant transmission perfor-
mance improvement is expected. Based on these considerations,
MetroCor fiber was designed to have negative dispersion to take
advantage of the positive chirp characteristics of DMLs, to in-
crease the transmission distance to more than 300 km at 2.5
Gb/s, and to more than 200 km at 10 Gb/s [11].

1The opposite will happen for transmitters with negative chirp parameters (as
can be the case with externally modulated lasers)
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In this paper, it will be shown in detail using both exper-
imental and theoretical results that this specialty fiber can
outperform the fibers with conventional dispersion character-
istics for Metro area applications. Our studies are focused in
the 1310- and 1550-nm wavelength regions, since 1400-nm
devices are not commercially available. Results for the perfor-
mance of MetroCor fiber are shown when all different kinds
of transmitters are used (DMLs for 2.5 Gb/s and EA-DFBs, as
well as MZ for 10 Gb/s). However, the study is more indepth
for the case DML transmitters. We show that MetroCor fiber
can facilitate signal transmission well beyond the conventional
80 to 100 km dispersion limit of directly modulated lasers
at 2.5 Gb/s, and electroabsoption modulator integrated DFB
laser at 10 Gb/s. It will be shown that it expands the system
capabilities up to more than 200 km in all cases. However, it is
beneficial for even smaller distances (i.e., 100–150 km) since,
as we will show later on, it provides negative power penalties
and offers a useful power margin to the network designer that
could be used to relax the specifications of other network
elements. Therefore, MetroCor fiber could act as a key enabler
for low-cost uncompensated optical networking in the metro
area.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section II we will study
experimentally and theoretically the transmission performance
of DMLs over MetroCor fiber and SMF-28 fiber, Section III
will be focused on experimental and theoretical comparisons of
the transmission performance of electroabsorption modulated
lasers over MetroCor and SMF-28 fibers, Section IV will dis-
cuss simulation results for the determination of the maximum
achievable transmission distance when external modulated
lasers are used, and finally, we present a brief summary and
the conclusion of this work. It is worth pointing out that all the
comparisons presented in this paper were performed between
MetroCor fiber and SMF-28 fiber, but the conclusion holds in
all the cases that MetroCor fiber is compared with other fibers
that have dispersion characteristics similar to that of SMF-28
fiber.

II. STUDY OF THE TRANSMISSIONPERFORMANCE OFDMLS

OVER METROCOR AND SMF-28 FIBERS

A. Modeling of Directly Modulated Lasers for System
Simulation Purposes

The transmission performance of waveforms produced by di-
rectly modulated lasers over fibers with different signs of dis-
persion and also different absolute dispersion values strongly
depends on the characteristics of the laser frequency chirp. The
chirp of a DML is related to the laser output optical power

through the expression [6]–[9], [13], [14]:

(1)

where is the linewidth enhancement factor andthe adiabatic
chirp coefficient.

In (1), the first term is a structure-independent “transient”
chirp, and the second term is a structure-dependent “adiabatic”
chirp [13]. The first term has a significant value during relax-
ation oscillations. The second term is related to the relaxation

oscillation damping, since it is directly proportional to the gain
compression factor [3], [4]. Following the definition by
Hinton et al. [13], the laser diodes can be classified according
to their chirp behavior into three broad categories. The two ex-
treme categories are namely the adiabatic- and transient-chirp
dominated DMLs. The third category includes the lasers that
posses both adiabatic and transient chirp and cannot be classi-
fied into the other two. A definition of transient and adiabatic
chirp dominated lasers will be reattempted in the present text
for clarity reasons. Transient-chirp dominated laser diodes ex-
hibit significantly more overshoot and ringing in output power
and frequency deviations. The frequency difference between
steady-state ones and zeros is relatively small. Adiabatic-chirp
dominated laser diodes exhibit damped oscillations and large
frequency difference between steady-state ones and zeros. The
transient chirp component, which is always present, will be
“masked” by the adiabatic one (this means that the adiabatic
chirp term will be larger that the transient chirp).

Several studies have focused on the theoretical analysis of
the impact of the frequency chirp on the system performance
[8], [9], [13]. However, all the studies have been focused on
transmission over transmission fibers with positive dispersion.
Studies for the impact of the chirp characteristics in the nega-
tive dispersion regime have been performed in the case of trans-
mission systems with dispersion compensating modules [15],
but no systematic study has been performed over transmission
fibers having negative dispersion. In the following, it will be
shown that transient-chirp dominated lasers perform better over
negative dispersion fibers than adiabatic-chirp dominated lasers.
The transient component of the chirp improves significantly the
transmission performance over negative dispersion fibers.

Computer simulations are useful in order to predict the
system behavior at the design stage. The decision on the choice
of the characteristics of the transmission fiber (i.e., absolute
value of dispersion and its sign) for Metro applications should
first be determined through simulations. The model that the
designer should select and the simulation parameters involved
in it should be sufficiently accurate and representative of the
majority of commercial available DMLs, so that useful conclu-
sions on the design and performance of the real system will be
obtained. Many laser models exist in the literature, each having
its own advantages and disadvantages [16]–[19]. However, it
has been acknowledged that using the rate equations-based
model the laser dynamics can be evaluated sufficiently accurate
[8], [9]. Knowledge of the parameters of the model for repre-
sentative simulations of the system performance is mandatory.
Many works have been published during the recent years
dealing with the extraction of the rate equation parameters
[20]–[22]. To our knowledge, it is not possible to determine
experimentally with a single measurement each one of the
actual rate equation parameters from a packaged device. It is
only possible to determine through measurements, combina-
tions of the parameters, and a limited set of the actual rate
equations parameters [20]. In the previous studies [20]–[22],
the chirp waveforms, which mainly determine the transmission
performance of the DMLs, were either not measured or not
used for extraction of chirp related parameters. In addition,
in the majority of the previous studies, the validity of the
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Fig. 3. Measured (dots) and simulated (lines) power (a) and chirp (b) waveforms for two different 2.5-Gb/s DMLs. Upper row: adiabatic chirp dominatedDML.
Bottom row: Transient chirp dominated DML.

model and the extraction procedures were verified mainly by
comparison of measured and simulated intensity modulation
(IM) power waveforms. For the purpose of our study, we
developed experimental extraction procedures to determine
the key combinations of rate equation parameters. Parameters
related to the chirp characteristics, in contrast to the previous
studies, were extracted directly from chirp measurements.
The parameter extraction procedures are based on fitting the
measured results of the P-I curve [20], [21], the IM frequency
response [20], [21] and the power and chirp waveforms. The
details of the parameter extraction procedures will be presented
elsewhere [23].

Our parameter extraction procedures were applied to the char-
acterization of various DMLs from different vendors. All DMLs
were rated for less that 2-dB chirp-induced power penalty for a
dispersiondistance product of 1800 ps/nm, and for an extinc-
tion ratio (ER) larger than 8.2 dB at an average optical power
of 1 mW. Two of the DMLs presented extreme behaviors. One
was strongly adiabatic chirp dominated (DML-1) and another
was strongly transient chirp dominated (DML-2). The values
of the extracted parameters for the two DMLs are shown in
Table I. The relation of the extracted parameters with the ac-
tual rate equation parameters is also shown in the table. For the
definition of the parameters see the table caption or [20].

Some overall results indicating the robustness of the extrac-
tion procedures and the validity of the rate equations-based laser
model are presented in Fig. 3, where the measured and simu-
lated power and chirp waveforms are compared. The simulation

TABLE I

Extracted parameter values of each DMLs. (Definition of symbols:� is the emis-
sion wavelength,� is the optical frequency,� is the quantum efficiency,� is the
confinement factor,N is the carrier density at transparency,� is the fraction
of spontaneous emission noise coupled into the lasing mode,g is the differen-
tial gain coefficient," is the nonlinear gain compression factor,� is the photon
lifetime, � is the carrier lifetime,V is the volume of the active layer,e is the
electron charge,h is the plank’s constant,c is the speed of light in vacuum and
� is the linewidth enhancement factor.)

conditions were adjusted to the experimental ones. The simula-
tions and the experiments show that DML-1 is clearly adiabatic
chirp dominated as can be seen from the chirp waveform [see
Fig. 3(b)]. The transient chirp has been completely masked by
the adiabatic chirp component. A very good damping of the re-
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Fig. 4. Simulated results for the transmission performance of a 2.5-Gb/s adiabatic chirp dominated transmitter over SMF-28 fiber where the dispersion is positive.
(a) Bit sequences before (dotted line) and after (solid line) transmission over 300-km SMF-28 fiber. (b) Eye pattern at the transmitter side. (c) Eye pattern at the
receiver side.

laxation oscillations on the 1s and the 0s is also evident. Isolated
1s have a power overshoot that appears at the trailing edge of
the pulse and not at the leading edge as it is the usual case. This
behavior is attributed to the characteristics of the parasitics for
this DML. DML-2 [see Fig. 3(c), (d)] is transient chirp domi-
nated. The adiabatic chirp component is significantly lower than
the transient chirp component. The peak-to-peak chirp is ap-
proximately 30 GHz, a value that results in considerably broad
spectrum, and consequently an increased dispersion penalty for
transmission over positive dispersion fibers is expected. The
power waveform shows a large power overshoot on the 1s, while
the undershoot on the 0s is rather small. The damping of the
relaxation oscillations on both the 1s and the 0s is not fast.
The comparison between simulations and experiments is excep-
tional, except for the regions that correspond to low power levels
(0s). For such low power levels the chirp measurements are not
accurate, which explains to some extent, the discrepancies be-
tween the fitted simulation results and the measurements.

The simulation results for both the power and chirp wave-
forms for both DMLs are in very good agreement with the ex-
periment. Therefore, we are confident that we have a sufficiently
accurate representation of DMLs, and we can perform simula-
tions using the rate equations DML model that will help us iden-
tify the characteristics of the fiber for best transmission perfor-
mance in metropolitan area applications.

B. Transmission Simulations of DML With Different Chirp
Characteristics Over SMF-28 and MetroCor Fibers

In this section, we employ a heightened understanding of
chirp characteristics of directly modulated lasers to address the
dispersion-induced deformation on the transmitted waveforms.
Both pulse shape and chirp characteristics are important for the
determination of the transmission performance of DMLs. Anal-
ysis of these characteristics can give us an insight on the perfor-
mance of DMLs and an understanding of the various features of
the experimentally observed eye patterns.

In order to study the transmission performance at 2.5 Gb/s of
DMLs presenting extreme behaviors (either adiabatic or tran-
sient) over fibers with positive or negative dispersion, we per-
formed a set of simulations. The DMLs were modeled using the

rate equation model [8], [9] and the experimentally extracted pa-
rameters (Session II.A). The results of the simulations revealed
the features of the interaction of chirp with the fiber dispersion
and pulse shape in the cases of transmission of signals produced
from adiabatic or transient chirp dominated transmitters over
positive or negative dispersion fibers.

In Fig. 4, the transmitted and received bit patterns and eye
diagrams are shown for the case of an adiabatic chirp dominated
transmitter (DML-1) before and after transmission over 300 km
of SMF-28 fiber (the fiber attenuation in all the simulations was
set to zero). It is obvious from the simulations that the effects
on the received bit pattern of the interplay of the chirp with
the dispersion are (a) the formation of an intense peak either in
isolated 1s or in the first “1” of a series of 1s and (b) an increased
trailing tail of the pulses. The resulted received eye is deformed
but not severely closed.

In Fig. 5, the transmitted and received bit patterns and eye
diagrams are shown for the case of the adiabatic chirp domi-
nated transmitter before and after transmission over 300 km of
MetroCor fiber. From the simulations, it is evident that the ef-
fects on the received bit pattern from the interplay of the chirp
with the dispersion have been reversed in this case in compar-
ison with the case of transmission over positive dispersion fiber.
The formation of the peak appears now on the last “1” of a series
of 1s and the leading tail of the pulses has increased. The effects
are not so pronounced because MetroCor fiber has a small ab-
solute value of dispersion, which is less than half of that for
SMF-28 fiber. The received eye after 300 km is slightly de-
formed.

In Fig. 6, the transmitted and received bit patterns and eye
diagrams are shown for the case of a transient chirp dominated
transmitter before and after transmission over 300 km of
SMF-28 fiber. As we can see in Fig. 6, the main effect on the
received bitpattern of the interplay of the chirp with the disper-
sion in this case is the significant intersymbol interference. The
received eye pattern is severely closed.

In Fig. 7, the transmitted and received bit-patterns and eye
diagrams are shown for the case of the transient chirp-domi-
nated transmitter before and after transmission over 300 km of
MetroCor fiber. From the simulation, results it can be observed
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Fig. 5. Simulated results for the transmission performance of a 2.5-Gb/s adiabatic chirp dominated transmitter over MetroCor fiber where the dispersion is
negative. (a) Bit sequences before (dotted line) and after (solid line) transmission over 300-km MetroCor fiber. (b) Eye pattern at the transmitter side. (c) Eye
pattern at the receiver side.

Fig. 6. Simulated results for the transmission performance of a 2.5-Gb/s transient chirp dominated transmitter over SMF-28 fiber where the dispersion is positive.
(a) Bit sequences before (dotted line) and after (solid line) transmission over 300-km SMF-28 fiber (b) Eye pattern at the transmitter side. (c) Eye pattern at the
receiver side.

Fig. 7. Simulated results for the transmission performance of a 2.5-Gb/s transient chirp dominated transmitter over MetroCor fiber where the dispersion is negative.
(a) Bit sequences before (dotted line) and after (solid line) transmission over 300-km MetroCor fiber. (b) Eye pattern at the transmitter side. (c) Eye-pattern at the
receiver side.

that the only effects on the received bitpattern from the interplay
of the chirp with the dispersion is the formation of some peaks
on top of the 1s. The received eye pattern after 300 km is com-
pletely open.

All the features of the received waveforms can be easily ex-
plained by considering the interaction of the laser chirp and
pulse shape with the fiber dispersion [8], [24], [25]. In fact,

knowledge of the power and chirp waveforms at the output of the
DFB laser can be used to predict the shape of the received eye
pattern. Conversely, the shape of the received eye can be used
to infer the chirp characteristics of the laser. In Fig. 8, the power
and chirp waveforms of transient and adiabatic chirp dominated
DMLs, before and after transmission over fibers with different
dispersion signs is shown in a simplified way. Based on this
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Fig. 8. Schematic explanation of the interaction of the chirp with the dispersion and the pulse shape. (a), (b) Transmission over fiber with positive dispersion (i.e.,
SMF-28 fiber) and (c), (d) Transmission over fiber with negative dispersion (i.e., MetroCor fiber). Solid lines represent the shapes before transmission, while the
dotted lines after transmission.

figure, a qualitative explanation of the shape of the received eyes
depending on the chirp characteristics of the DML is presented.

In the case of transient chirp dominated laser [see Fig. 8(a)],
the leading edge of the pulse is blue-shifted relative to the main
portion of the pulse, while the trailing edge is red-shifted (see
the chirp waveform). In addition, the leading edge of the pulse
has higher power (overshoot) than the main portion of the pulse.
The blue-shifted chirped portion advances relative to the main
portion of the pulses for transmission over positive dispersion
fibers. This effect will result in pulse spreading (Fig. 8(a) dotted
line) and intersymbol interference will occur. As a consequence
the eye pattern after transmission will be severely closed. On the
other hand, the blue-shifted leading edge of the pulse will com-
press the pulses through transmission over negative dispersion
fiber (MetroCor fiber) and the eye will look perfectly open [see
Fig. 8(c)].

In the case of an adiabatic chirp dominated laser, where the
transient chirp has been completely “masked” by the adiabatic
term [see Fig. 8(b)], there will be a distinct separation between
the frequency of the 1s and the 0s. The frequency of the 1s will

be larger than the frequency of 0s (blue shift). Since the ex-
tinction ratio has a finite value power will be present on the 0s.
Therefore, the result of the interplay of the dispersion with the
specific chirp characteristics will result in a high intensity spike
at the front of the pulses and a trailing tail-end for transmission
over positive dispersion fiber. Exactly the opposite effects will
take place for transmission over a negative dispersion fiber [see
Fig. 8(d)]. In the case of an adiabatic chirp dominated DML,
the absolute value of the dispersion (and not its sign) will play
the major role in the transmission performance. The eye corre-
sponding to transmission over SMF-28 fiber will be more dis-
torted than that corresponding to transmission over MetroCor
fiber because of the larger absolute value of the dispersion. The
different dispersion sign will just affect the asymmetry of the
eye diagram, as it is obvious from the results of Fig. 8(b) and
(d).

Clearly, all the above results show that the MetroCor fiber
outperforms the SMF-28 fiber in both cases of adiabatic and
transient chirp dominated lasers because of its characteristics
(i.e., the negative dispersion and the reduced absolute value of
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Fig. 9. Simulated results for the transmission performance at 10 Gb/s
of a transient chirp dominated transmitter over 120 km of either SMF-28
or MetroCor fibers. (a), (c) Bit sequences before (black) and after (red)
transmission. (b), (d) Eye patterns at the receiver for the cases of SMF-28 and
MetroCor fibers, respectively.

dispersion). However the benefit from the use of MetroCor fiber
is shown to be more pronounced in the case of transient chirp
dominated DMLs than in the case of adiabatic chirp dominated
ones. This statement is confirmed also with a small signal anal-
ysis presented in Appendix A.

C. Transmission Simulations of 10-Gb/s DML Waveforms

In order to have acceptable transmission performance with
10-Gb/s signals produced by 1550-nm DMLs over at least
40–50 km of SMF-28 fiber, special laser designs should be
developed that will reduce the transient chirp and enhance
the adiabatic chirp [26]. However, using conventional laser
designs at 10 Gb/s (where the pulse rise- and fall-times are
small) the transient chirp [first term in (1)] becomes even more
pronounced than 2.5 Gb/s. Therefore, transmission of intensity
modulated OOK optical signal even over 10–20 km of positive
dispersion fiber will result in significant power penalties. The
use of a negative dispersion fiber will dramatically enhance
the capabilities of 10-Gb/s directly modulated lasers. It is
expected that at 10 Gb/s, the improvement in the transmission
performance over MetroCor fiber relative to that over SMF-28
fiber will be more pronounced than that at 2.5 Gb/s. In order
to prove our expectation, we performed some transmission
simulations. The laser parameters were selected to have the
same values like those measured for a 2.5-Gb/s DML (DML-1).
DML-1 presents strongly adiabatic chirp behavior at 2.5 Gb/s
(see Section II-A), but at 10 Gb/s, the transient chirp is not
masked any more by the adiabatic chirp component and is
much more significant. In Fig. 9, the received bit patterns and
eye patterns after transmission over 120 km of SMF-28 fiber
[see Fig. 9(b)] or MetroCor [see Fig. 9(d)] fibers are presented.
The results of the transmission simulation clearly reveal the
potential benefit from the use of MetroCor fiber with 10-Gb/s

TABLE II
VALUES OFLASER RATE EQUATION PARAMETERS (FROM [26])

TABLE III
RANGES THAT THE PARAMETERS OF TABLE II WERE VARIED

FOR THESIMULATIONS

DMLs. The eye pattern after transmission over 120 km is
clearly open. These encouraging simulation results for 10-Gb/s
1550-nm DMLs await experimental confirmation. It should be
noted that the currently commercial available 10-Gb/s DMLs
can achieve transmission distances of 10 km over SMF-28 fiber
when the extinction ratio is larger than 8.2 dB.

D. Transmission Simulations of a Large Population of DMLs
Over SMF-28 and MetroCor Fibers

It is of interest to investigate if the MetroCor fiber will per-
form better than the SMF-28 fiber for a large population of
DMLs with a variety of different modulation characteristics. A
way of producing output waveforms with different characteris-
tics is to vary the laser parameters. In the rate equations-based
model, many independent parameters are involved, see (14).
Obviously, it is very difficult to investigate exhaustively the im-
pact of each one of the parameters on the transmission perfor-
mance of the DFB lasers. Also, it is not possible to vary the
values of all the parameters since the number of the different
combinations will be very large. Therefore, in the present study
only seven parameters of the DFB laser were varied around
the values given in Table II, [27]. The selected parameters are
among the most influential for the transmission performance
[13]. The ranges that we assumed are given in Table III. Each
range is sampled at the end points and the middle, yielding a
population of 2187 lasers.

In the simulations, the modulating current was composed of
2.5-Gb/s raised-cosine current pulses with rise and fall times
of 100 ps. Bias currents for the ones and zeros are chosen to
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achieve 1-mW average optical power and 10-dB extinction
ratio for each laser. Under these driving conditions, 31.5%
of the lasers presented ringing that resulted in larger than 0.5
dB back-to-back penalty, while 11% of the generated laser
population presented power ringing that causes more than
1-dB back-to-back eye closure power penalty. In Fig. 10,
we give as an example the eye patterns of simulated lasers
experiencing 0.5-, 1-, and 3-dB eye-closure penalty, together
with a typical experimentally measured eye pattern of a
commercially available DML. It can be seen that the typical
experimentally measured eye pattern looks more like the eye
patterns of Fig. 10(a), (b) than that of Fig. 10(c), which is not
representative of commercially available DMLs.

For the transmission simulations, the fiber was modeled as
an all-pass filter with quadratic phase [28]. Nonlinear effects
were ignored due to the small transmitted powers and the short
distances involved in typical metropolitan networks. The re-
ceiver optical filter was assumed to be a third-order Butterworth
filter. The photodiode was modeled as a square law detector fol-
lowed by a fourth-order Bessel electric low-pass filter [29]. The
chirp-induced penalty was estimated by calculating the amount
of eye degradation at the output of the receiver [28].

In Fig. 11, the power penalty for each one of the generated
samples of DMLs is shown as a function of the transmission
distance over MetroCor fiber (black dotted lines) and SMF-28
fiber (gray solid lines). In the simulations the transmission
wavelength is chosen to be 1528.77 nm, which is the lower end
of the -band. This represents the best case scenario for the
transmission over SMF-28 fiber, and the worst-case scenario
for MetroCor fiber. From the laser population, we rejected
first all lasers with a back-to-back penalty larger than 1 dB
[see Fig. 11(a)], and then the lasers having larger than 0.5-dB
penalty [see Fig. 11(b)]. It is obvious from these results more
lasers perform better (having smaller than 2-dB eye-closure
penalty) over a certain distance of MetroCor fiber than over
SMF-28 fiber.

In Fig. 12, the overall exhaustive simulation results are shown
for the two fiber types. The fraction of the initial acceptable
laser population that after fiber transmission has less than 2-dB
dispersion-induced penalty is plotted as a function of distance.
In the initial acceptable laser population, we included all lasers
having (a) a back-to-back penalty smaller than 1 dB, and (b)
a dispersion length product (dispersion tolerance) larger than
1000 ps/nm. The results suggest that at least 94% of the re-
maining lasers can go through 300 km-D NZDSF, while at most
43% of the remaining lasers can go through 300 km of SMF-28
fiber. These numbers are based on the assumption that the prob-
ability of occurrence of each DFB semiconductor laser in the
simulated population is the same. It also should be noted that
these results would change if the model parameters will change.
However, the results clearly demonstrates in a qualitatively way
that MetroCor fiber has a superior performance in comparison
to SMF-28 fiber for a large variety of DMLs.

E. Experimental Comparison of Positive and Negative
Dispersion Tolerance

In order to experimentally compare the tolerance of directly
modulated DFB lasers to positive and negative dispersion, we

Fig. 10. Simulated eye patterns for 2.5-Gb/s lasers experiencing (a) 0.5, (b) 1,
and (c) 3-dB eye closure penalty. (d) Typical experimentally measured filtered
eye pattern is shown.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Power penalty for each one of the generated simulated 2.5-Gb/s DMLs
versus the transmission distance over MetroCor (black dotted lines) and SMF-28
(gray solid lines) fibers. (a) 1938 lasers having smaller than 1-dB back-to-back
penalty., (b) 1497 lasers having smaller than 0.5-dB back-to-back penalty. The
horizontal straight line indicates the 2-dB penalty limit.

measured the performance of different DFB lasers over posi-
tive dispersion using SMF-28 fiber and over negative disper-
sion using MetroCor fiber. A total of five different commer-
cially available directly modulated DFB lasers (DML-1, -2, -3,
-4, -5) from three different vendors were measured. All lasers
had rated dispersion tolerances for positive dispersion fibers be-
tween 1440 and 3000 ps/nm for OC-48 transmission. The DMLs
were first characterized in terms of the chirp characteristics.
DML-1 is an adiabatic chirp dominated laser (is the same DML
that studied as DML-1 in Session II-A), while DML-5 is tran-
sient chirp dominated (the same DML that studied as DML-2 in
Session II.A). DML-2, -3, -4 had large transient chirp (not larger
than DML-5), but also a large adiabatic chirp component (how-
ever, much smaller than DML-1). The lasers were modulated at
2.5 Gb/s with a pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS).
Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) with a noise figure of
about 6–7 dB were used to compensate for the fiber losses. Vari-
able optical attenuators (VOAs) were placed before and after
each amplifier to set the optical signal power level launched into

Fig. 12. (a) Power penalty for each one of the generated simulated 2.5-Gb/s
DMLs versus the transmission distance over MetroCor (black dotted lines) and
SMF-28 (gray solid lines) fibers for 1100 lasers having a back-to-back penalty
smaller than 1 dB and a Dispersion/Length product rating larger than 1000
ps/nm. (b) Simulated yield of those DMLs to propagate through MetroCor fiber
and SMF-28 fiber with less than 2-dB penalty.

each fiber span to 0 dBm, and the input signal power level into
each EDFA to 26 dBm. An optically preamplified receiver was
used to detect the optical signal after propagation through the
fiber.

The receiver sensitivity at a bit-error rate (BER) of 10and
the -factor performance measure for each of the five lasers are
plotted as a function of dispersion in Fig. 13. The results are
plotted at different extinction ratios for each laser. DMLs from
-2 to -5 showed substantially greater tolerance to negative dis-
persion than to positive dispersion. This performance enhance-
ment is dependent upon the extinction ratio. The adiabatic chirp
dominated DML-1, however, showed no significant difference
between performance over positive or negative dispersion fiber.

The maximum dispersion tolerance for each of the five lasers
is shown below in Table IV. Here, the dispersion tolerance is de-
fined as the maximum dispersion for which a-factor greater
than 9 dB2 (i.e., ) was achieved. The extinction

2We defineQ (dB) = 10 � Log[Q(linear)], although that the definition
Q (dB) = 20 � Log[Q(linear)] is more often used in the literature.
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Fig. 13. Measured transmission performance in terms ofQ-factor and (a) receiver sensitivity of (b) five 2.5-Gb/s directly modulated lasers over positive and
negative dispersion fibers. (Abbreviations used: ER= extinction ratio, Rx= Receiver.)

ratio at which this is achieved is also shown. It is obvious that the
DMLs having large transient chirp (DMLs 2 to 5) are favored
in terms of -factor performance by small extinction ratios (the

-penalty is smaller for small extinction ratios). The adiabatic
chirp dominated DML-1 is favored by small extinction ratios in
the case of maximum positive dispersion tolerance, but in the
case of maximum negative dispersion tolerance is favored by a
large extinction ratio. However, in general, small extinction ra-
tios cause increased receiver sensitivity penalties. Therefore, if

we limit ourselves to extinction ratios of more than 8.2 dB, as
specified in current SONET specifications [29], [30], the dis-
persion tolerances achieved are shown in Table V.

Using a negative dispersion fiber gave improvements in
absolute dispersion tolerance of typically 100% under opti-
mized bias conditions, and improvements of about 50% under
standard SONET drive conditions relative to SMF-28 fiber.
The comparisons were performed by considering the value of
the dispersion length product (dispersion tolerance). How-
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TABLE IV
DISPERSIONTOLERANCE OFDMLS AT OPTIMIZED EXTINCTION RATIOS

TABLE V
DISPERSIONTOLERANCE OFDMLS UNDER SDH/SONET SPECIFIED

EXTINCTION RATIOS (LARGER THAN 8.2 dB)

ever, since MetroCor fiber has also smaller absolute value of
dispersion, the distance that the signals can be transmitted
will be always larger when using MetroCor fiber instead of
SMF-28 fiber.

F. Performance Over 600 km of MetroCor Fiber

Similar experiments were performed using 600 km of
MetroCor fiber. As shown in Fig. 14, error-free transmission
(BER 10 ) over 600 km of the negative dispersion fiber
with six inline EDFAs could be obtained using a DML rated for
80 km of transmission distance over SMF-28 fiber. Again, this
result was achieved with no additional dispersion compensation
in the system. This shows that a significant increase in prop-
agation distance is possible when negative dispersion fiber is
used in combination with less expensive DMLs in metropolitan
systems.

G. 32-Channel DWDM System Experiment at 2.5 Gb/s

A fully loaded 32-channel DWDM transmission experiment
was also conducted to verify that the MetroCor fiber enables
longer uncompensated reach with DMLs [10]. The experimental
setup is shown schematically in Fig. 15. The experiments fo-
cused on the -band, where the MetroCor fiber has higher abso-
lute value of dispersion. The channel wavelengths were between
1533.5 and 1558.2 nm with 100-GHz spacing on the ITU-T grid.
Optical switches were used to select either 300 km of MetroCor
fiber of 300 km of SMF-28 fiber. The experiment used EDFAs,
which were optimized for metropolitan DWDM systems, and
had a total output power of 14 dBm. The average channel
power launched into each fiber span was3 dBm. The OSNR

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. Measured performance of DML-5 over various distances of
MetroCor fiber for different extinction ratios (a)Q-factor values and (b)
receiver sensitivity.

at the receiver was greater than 23 dB at 0.1-nm bandwidth for
all 32 channels.

Fig. 16 shows a comparison of the measured-factors
after propagation over 300 km of MetroCor or SMF-28 fibers.
As shown by the solid dots in the case of transmission over
MetroCor fiber, all 32 channels have a higher than 9 dB,
corresponding to a BER lower than 10 . In the contrast, all
of the channels fail after propagation over 300 km of SMF-28
fiber, as shown by the open circles.

The power penalty for achieving a BER of 10 was also
measured and the results are presented in Fig. 17. After 300 km
of MetroCor fiber all 32 channels show a negative power penalty
(ranging from 0.3 to about 1.5 dB), which essentially means per-
formance improvement when using MetroCor fiber versus the
inline case of no fiber. On the other hand, there is a significant
power penalty (larger than 4 dB) for those signals that propagate
through 300 km of SMF-28 fiber. It is worth pointing out that
24 lasers presented a power penalty larger than 10 dB.

Obviously, the performance difference between MetroCor
fiber and SMF-28 fiber is strongly device dependent, as shown
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Fig. 15. Experimental setup for comparing the transmission performance over SMF-28 and MetroCor fibers.

Fig. 16. Comparison of measuredQ-factors after transmission of 32 2.5-Gb/s
DMLs over 300 km of MetroCor fiber (open circles) and SMF-28 fiber (solid
circles).

Fig. 17. Comparison of measured power penalties for 32 2.5-Gb/s DMLs after
transmission over 300 km of MetroCor (solid circles) and SMF-28 (open circles)
fibers.

by the -variations of different channels over the two fibers
(Fig. 16). This device dependence is well understood and
explained in Sections II-B and II-E.

In order to characterize the different transmission perfor-
mance of lasers across the channel plan the power and chirp
waveforms at the output of the DMLs were measured. In
Fig. 18, the results for two channels (ch. 21 and ch. 30) are

Fig. 18. Power and chirp waveforms for ch. 21 and ch. 30. The received eye
patterns at the receiver are also shown for each fiber type.

shown. According to the discussion of Session II, the ch. 21
DML is transient chirp dominated, while ch. 30 is adiabatic
chirp dominated. From the received eye patterns for each
fiber (Fig. 18), it can be deduced that, for both laser types
the transmission performance when using MetroCor fiber is
improved. Again, the improvement is greater for the transient
chirp dominated laser, showing that the performance is strongly
device dependent.

The shape of the received eyes (shown in Fig. 18) can
be easily explained through knowledge of the power and
chirp waveforms according to the considerations presented in
Section II-A. The shapes of the eye diagrams for both transient
(ch. 21) and adiabatic (ch. 30) chirp dominated DMLs are in
agreement with the results obtained from the transmission per-
formance simulations of two different adiabatic and transient
chirp dominated DMLs in Section II-A.

H. Operation in the 1310-nm Window

Performance of a negative dispersion fiber in the 1310-nm
window may be of interest in some metro applications. Testing
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Fig. 19. BER measurements of a 2.5-Gb/s DML at 1310-nm wavelength
region before and after transmission over 40 km of SMF-28 (circles) and
MetroCor (triangles) fibers. The back-to-back performance is also shown
(squares).

Fig. 20. BER measurements of a 10-Gb/s DML at 1310-nm wavelength region
before (squares) and after (circles) transmission over 40 km of MetroCor fiber.

was carried out over up to 60 km of the prototype nega-
tive dispersion fiber using five uncooled directly-modulated
1310-nm lasers operating at 2.5 Gb/s. Error-free performance
was achieved with all devices up to 60 km, at which point
transmission was loss- and not dispersion-limited. For 40-km
transmission (ITU-T recommendation), the devices showed
negative power penalties ranging between 0.5–1 dB. Fig. 19
shows BER measurements for the signal transmission after 40
km of SMF-28 fiber and MetroCor fibers, together with the
back-to-back performance of one of the DMLs. The improved
performance of MetroCor fiber in comparison with the SMF-28
fiber is evident. Hence, MetroCor fiber design is compatible
over shorter metropolitan distances using 1310-nm DMLs.

For the 1310-nm wavelength region, there are also commer-
cially available 10-Gb/s DMLs. We measured the transmission
performance over 40 km of MetroCor fiber using a 10-Gb/s
DML and the results are presented in Fig. 20. It is shown that
40-km transmission is possible with a power penalty of less than
1 dB at a BER of 10 .

III. STUDY OF THE TRANSMISSION PERFORMANCE OF

EA-DFBs OVER METROCOR AND SMF-28 FIBERS AT 10 Gb/s

A. Modeling of Electroabsorption Modulated Lasers for
System Simulation Purposes

This session addresses the upgradability of networks em-
ploying MetroCor fiber without dispersion compensation to
10 Gb/s by using cost-effective electro-absorption modulator
integrated DFB laser (EA-DFB’s) transmitters. For the sim-
ulations, we used the phenomenological electroabsorption
modulator model presented in [11]. The model takes into
account the dependence of the chirp on the applied bias voltage.
Given two sets of experimentally measured data points, the

-parameter and absorption coefficient versus reverse bias
voltage, it computes the complex envelope of the modulated
electric field at the output of the device.

B. Transmission Simulations Using 10-Gb/s EA-DFB
Transmitters

Using the aforementioned EA-DFB model, we performed
simulations to compare the transmission performance of
10-Gb/s signals over SMF-28 and MetroCor fibers. All sim-
ulations were performed using 10-dB extinction ratio. The
sign of the chirp-parameter was set opposite to the sign of
the dispersion of the fiber in each case by properly adjusting
the reverse bias voltage of the electroabsorption session. The
simulations were repeated for different operating wavelengths
across the - and -bands and the results for both fiber types
are shown in Fig. 21. The eye-closure penalty is plotted versus
link length for transmission over SMF-28 and MetroCor fibers.
The solid lines represent results obtained when the transmission
wavelength is at the outer edges of the- and -bands (1530
and 1622 nm, respectively). The broken line represents the
results for a wavelength of 1570 nm. It is shown that for a
channel-wavelength of 1622-nm (curve 4) transmission over
MetroCor fiber shows a negative penalty for distances up to
600 km, while transmission over SMF-28 fiber (curve 1) shows
a penalty of 2 dB at a distance of 80 km. For a wavelength of
1530 nm, transmission over MetroCor fiber (curve 3) reaches
the 2-dB limit at a length larger than 200 km, while the perfor-
mance over SMF-28 fiber is limited to no more than 120 km
(curve 2). Since the chirp parameter is optimized for each fiber,
in all cases, a small negative power penalty can be achieved at
a certain distance (ranging from 40 to 50 km for SMF-28 fiber,
and from 100 to 600 km for MetroCor fiber).er outperforms
SMF-28 fiber for channels across both- and -bands.

C. Transmission Experiments Using 10-Gb/s EA-DFB
Transmitters

The transmission performance was measured for a single
channel system employing EA-DFBs and MetroCor or SMF-28
fiber. The chirp characteristics of EA modulated lasers can
be varied by changing the bias and drive voltages on the EA
modulator [11], [12]. Decreasing the reverse bias voltage
on an EA-DFB makes the chirp-parameter more positive.
Concurrently, the output power increases as the reverse bias
voltage decreases. However, the extinction ratio decreases when
biasing for a more positive chirp-parameter. The interaction
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Fig. 21. Calculated eye closure penalty versus distance of a 10-Gb/s
electroabsorption-modulated laser for transmission over SMF-28 and
MetroCor fibers. The solid lines represent results obtained when the
transmission wavelength is at the outer edges of the C- (1530 nm—curves 2,3)
and L- (1622 nm—curves 1,4) bands. The broken line represents the results
for a wavelength of 1570 nm.

of the chromatic dispersion with the chirp will produce pulse
compression if the dispersion is negative (MetroCor fiber)
and the chirp -parameter is positive or if the dispersion is
positive (SMF-28 fiber) and the chirp-parameter is negative.
Based on the above consideration, the best drive conditions
(for a -factor greater than 8.5 dB) were found for maximum
reach of the EA-DFBs through each fiber type. Thus, two
sets of drive conditions, one for MetroCor fiber and one for
SMF-28 fiber were used. At 1555 nm and 10 Gb/s, the reach
of the system with a system-factor higher than 8.5 dB using
MetroCor fiber was found to be more than twice that of the
system employing SMF-28 fiber for all EA-DFBs we tested.
The system reach was 225 km using MetroCor fiber and only
90 km when using SMF-28 fiber. At this point, we should note
that the performance enhancement was achieved for driving
conditions of the EA-DFBs that resulted in higher power levels
at the output of the device.

These results, clearly show that MetroCor fibFig. 22 shows
the measured eye patterns before and after transmission over
MetroCor fiber and over SMF-28 fiber. The eye patterns at the
transmitter side are different because of the different driving
conditions that were used to achieve the maximum reach in each
case. For the case of MetroCor fiber, the specific driving condi-
tions resulted in a transmitted optical signal with dynamic ex-
tinction ratio of 7.3 dB. In the case of SMF-28 fiber, the dynamic
extinction ratio was 10.3 dB.

Fig. 23 shows BER measurement versus the received power
measured using a preamplified receiver. The length of the PRBS
was 2 1. It is evident, that in the case of SMF-28 fiber, low
error rates are achieved with higher power penalties at the max-
imum link length than the penalties over the maximum link
length of MetroCor fiber. In fact, transmission of signals over
a length of MetroCor fiber of up to 200 km is achieved with
negative power penalties. The maximum negative penalty was
about 4.5 dB (at a BER of 10 ) for a distance of 125 km. This

Fig. 22. Measured 10-Gb/s eye patterns after (a) 0 km and (b) 225 km of
MetroCor fiber, and after (c) 0 km and (d) 90 km of SMF-28 fiber.

negative power penalty will provide a power margin that can
be used to relax the specifications on other optical devices in a
Metro network. In the case of SMF-28 fiber, even at a distance
of 25 km, there is a power penalty larger than 2 dB at a BER of
10 .

The system using SMF-28 fiber had a higher extinction ratio
at the beginning of the link than the system using MetroCor
fiber. That resulted in higher back-to-back-factor values and
lower receiver sensitivity for the system using the SMF-28 fiber
(Fig. 24). However, as the link length was increased a signifi-
cant degradation in the achievable-factor was observed. The

-factor was dropped below the acceptable value of
dB for a link length of 90 km, while the receiver sensitivity for
a BER of 10 increased about 7 dB to a value of28 dBm.
The results for the MetroCor fiber show that the-factor can
be improved by almost 1 dB relative to the back-to-back case,
while the receiver sensitivity is decreased by up to 3.5 dB. These
results indicate significant performance advantages when using
MetroCor fiber in 10-Gb/s applications involving distances of
up to 225 km.

IV. STUDY OF THE TRANSMISSION PERFORMANCE OF

EXTERNALLY MODULATED-MZ OVER METROCOR AND

SMF-28 FIBERS AT 10 Gb/s

In the future, it is expected that carriers may wish to upgrade
their metropolitan networks to 10-Gb/s bit rates, and use more
densely spaced channels across the- and -wavelength
bands. The need for elimination of dispersion compensation
will still be a requirement. The transmission distances in
metro area networks are much shorter than those in long-haul
networks. Consequently, lower optical power levels can be
used and the impact of optical nonlinearities is not expected to
be very significant (dispersion is still the limiting impairment).
This section presents the results of a modeling study that
was performed to verify that nonlinearities are not the main
limitation for metropolitan area network applications at 10
Gb/s and to predict the maximum uncompensated reach of
MetroCor fiber on a DWDM system. It will shown that reaches
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Fig. 23. (a) Receiver sensitivity in the case of (a) MetroCor and (b) SMF-28
fibers.

in excess of 200 km are predicted for both- and -bands
over MetroCor fiber. The maximum reach for MetroCor is
compared to the maximum reach of SMF-28 fiber. Both 100-
and 200-GHz channel spacings were studied.

The modeling study was based on a metro area network
architecture similar to that illustrated in Fig. 1. The archi-
tecture is comprised of a regional transport ring (RTR) and
several access rings, each having spans of equal distances.
The span lengths were varied in the simulations, with the ratio
of RTR span length to access span length for all cases being
constant. Access rings are connected to the RTR ring with
optical cross connects (OXC), which include an optical switch,
multiplexers/demultiplexers, and optical amplifiers with a noise

Fig. 24. (a)Q-factor and (b) receiver sensitivity for a BER of 10versus link
length for a system incorporating a 10-Gb/s electroabsorption modulated laser
and MetroCor (squares) or SMF-28 (circles) fibers.

figure of 7 dB. It is assumed that the switch has 6-dB loss, and
the MUX/DMUX pair has 3-dB loss if the signal continues on
the RTR ring and 5-dB loss if the signal is connected to an access
ring. Amplifier gains were adjusted within the model depending
on the length of the spans in order to compensate for the span
losses and were considered to have flat gain across all channels.
The WADMs between the spans of the access ring are modeled
as having 3-dB insertion loss.

Simulations were performed to compute the maximum reach
of the system with both fiber types. The maximum reach is de-
fined as the maximum distance that can be achieved for a system
with all channels having a total-value greater than 9.5 dB, and
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Fig. 25. Calculated maximum reach distances of (a) a 40-channel WDM
system with 100-GHz channel spacing, and a (b) 20-channel WDM, with
200-GHz channel spacing. Both fibers (MetroCor and SMF-28) are compared
across theC- andL-bands for the cases of no- or optimum-modulator chirp.

an eye closure penalty due to distortion less than 3 dB. Fiber
dispersion, fiber loss, modulator chirp, and nonlinearities were
the causes of the waveform distortion. The simulations were
performed for the two EDFA bands, the conventional-band
with channel wavelengths from 1530 to 1565 nm (frequencies
from 191.5 to 195.9 THz) and the long wavelength-band, with
channel wavelengths from 1570 to 1610 nm (frequencies from
186.2 to 191.0 THz). Two channel plans were studied, (a) a
40-channel WDM system with 100-GHz channel spacing, and
(b) a 20-channel WDM with 200-GHz channel spacing. In both
channel plans, the wavelengths were set according to the ITU-T
grid. An external modulator (lithium niobate MZ type) was used
to modulate the optical signals at 10 Gb/s. The study was con-
ducted for two chirp parameters of the modulator for each fiber
type (0 and 0.7). The sign of the chirp parameter was set op-
posite to the sign of the dispersion of the fiber in each case (op-
timum chirp). An input power of 2-dBm per channel was chosen
for the simulations. The extinction ratio was 13 dB.

Fig. 25 shows bar charts of the maximum uncompensated
reach values for the two fibers, for the two-channel plans (100-
and 200-GHz spacing), for both wavelength bands and for the
cases of no- or optimum-modulator chirp. Adding modulator
chirp significantly increases maximum reach for all fibers in
both bands, with the benefit ranging from 24 km for SMF-28
fiber to 74 km for MetroCor fiber, both in the-band. MetroCor

fiber outperformed SMF-28 fiber in both- and -bands with
a reach of 206 km in the -band, and 264 km in the-band
in the case of 100-GHz spacing [seeFig. 25(a)]. In the case of
200-GHz channel spacing [see Fig. 25(b)], the maximum reach
in the -band is unaffected, while it is increased to 276 km in the

-band. For both chirp cases and for both channel spacings, the
reach of SMF-28 fiber was less than half the reach of MetroCor
fiber with the difference being larger in the-band. The very
small change in the maximum transmission distance achieved
with MetroCor fiber when the channel spacing is reduced from
200- to 100-GHz spacing indicates that the relative small ef-
fective area of MetroCor fiber (about 46m at 1550 nm) in
comparison with SMF-28 fiber (80m at 1550 nm) is not a
concern for Metropolitan area networks.

-factor profiles across the wavelength bands for all different
scenarios were also calculated. The overall results are shown in
Fig. 26. Included in each graph are the single channel-factor
profiles and -factor profile of the fully loaded WDM system.
Degradation in single-channel is caused by waveform distor-
tion due to fiber dispersion, fiber loss, modulator chirp, and self-
phase modulation (SPM). In the multichannel case, cross-phase
modulation (XPM) and four-wave mixing (FWM) nonlineari-
ties cause additional distortion.-factor profiles for MetroCor
and SMF-28 fibers, with 100- and 200-GHz spacings and with
or without modulator chirp are shown in Fig. 26. In the case of
MetroCor fiber, the maximum reach distance is limited by the
reduced -factor values. Cross-channel nonlinearities (XPM
and FWM) contribute to limiting the reach in the WDM system.
At 100 GHz, their effects are more pronounced in comparison
to 200-GHz channel spacing. In the case of SMF-28 fiber, the
eye-closure penalty due to dispersion is by far the largest hin-
drance to maximum reach distance for SMF-28 fiber in both the

- and -bands. The -factor values shown in the figure are
large, but the eye-closure penalty is 3 dB. Cross channel non-
linearities degrade the-factor values by a small amount, espe-
cially in the case of 100-GHz spacing. The slope of the-factor
profiles is different between the cases of SMF-28 and MetroCor
fibers. The sign of the slope is the opposite, because the zero
dispersion wavelength in the case of the SMF-28 fiber is at the
“blue” side of the wavelength bands under investigation, while
in the case of MetroCor fiber is at the “red” side of the wave-
length bands.

V. CONCLUSION

DWDM technologies make effective use of the available
fiber bandwidth and offer an added dimension to all-optical
networks. Recently, these technologies have been introduced
to metropolitan area networks. The requirement that these
networks should be cost effective has added complexity to
the network engineering. The use of low-cost optical trans-
mitters raises the dispersion-induced limitations to the main
impairment that limits the size of metro networks. Dispersion
compensation techniques could be adopted as in the case of
long-haul networks, but the additional cost and the design
complexity prohibit such a solution. An optical fiber especially
designed for Metro area applications that will take advantage
of the characteristics of low cost transmitters and eliminate
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Fig. 26. CalculatedQ-factor profiles across theC- andL-bands for (a) 100-GHz channel spacing with no modulator chirp, (b) 100-GHz channel spacing
with modulator chirp, (c) 200-GHz channel spacing with no modulator chirp, and (d) 200-GHz channel spacing, with modulator chirp. Squares correspond to
single-channel transmission over SFM-28 fiber, triangles correspond to WDM transmission over SFM-28 fiber, diamonds correspond to single channeltransmission
over MetroCor fiber, and crosses correspond to WDM transmission over MetroCor fiber.

the need for dispersion compensation is highly desirable, and
will enable the introduction of DWDM technologies in the
metro environment. This work provides a detailed study on the
transmission performance of such a novel nonzero dispersion
shifted fiber with negative dispersion (MetroCor fiber). The
performance of MetroCor fiber was studied using different
types of optical transmitters (DMLs, EA-DFBs, MZs). The
studies were performed for both 1310- and 1550-nm wave-
length windows at 2.5 and 10 Gb/s.

The improved performance of MetroCor fiber relative to
a fiber with conventional dispersion characteristics (positive
dispersion) is extensively discussed for the case of directly
modulated lasers having different chirp characteristics. Through
a detailed understanding of the transmission characteristics
of transient or adiabatic chirp dominated lasers over fibers
with different dispersion characteristics, we show that the
performance of MetroCor fiber will always be superior in
comparison with that of SMF-28 fiber. It has been shown that

DMLs with transient chirp dominated response give excellent
performance for 300 km of MetroCor fiber, where as such
DMLs are limited to about 100 km of SMF-28 fiber. DMLs
with purely adiabatic chirp dominated response have almost
the same dispersion/length product performance for MetroCor
and SMF-28 fiber. However, due to the lower absolute value
of dispersion, MetroCor fiber will achieve longer transmission
distances than SMF-28 fiber. For practical transmitters, where
both transient and adiabatic chirp exist, the performance of
negative dispersion fibers (MetroCor fiber) in comparison
with positive dispersion fibers, will always be superior. In
addition, we show that at 10 Gb/s, where the transient chirp
increases, the improvement in the transmission performance
over MetroCor fiber relative to that over SMF-28 fiber will
be more pronounced than that at 2.5 Gb/s. All the theoretical
results have been validated through experiments. Using a
32-channel DWDM test bed, it was shown that MetroCor fiber
expands the system capabilities up to 300 km in the-band.
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Fig. 27. Calculated power penalty versus transmission distance. Positive
dispersion fiber and transient chirp only (curve 1), negative dispersion fiber and
transient chirp only (curve 4), both fiber types and adiabatic chirp only (curve
3), positive dispersion fiber and both chirps (curve 2) and negative dispersion
fiber and both chirps (curve 5).

Experimental and theoretical results for the case of transmis-
sion of 10-Gb/s EA modulated signals over SMF-28 fiber and
MetroCor fiber show that improved performance (in terms of
maximum reach) is obtained using a negative dispersion fiber.
This experimentally observed improvement in performance was
achieved when driving the EA-DFBs at voltage levels that re-
sulted in high-power output from the device.

In the case of 10-Gb/s external modulated signals using MZ
modulators, computer simulations predict that the maximum
reach that can be accomplished with MetroCor fiber in the

-band without dispersion compensation is 206 km. In the
-band the maximum distance predicted with MetroCor fiber

is 264 km for the case of 100-GHz channel spacing, and 276
km for 200-GHz spacing. SMF-28 fiber performed signifi-
cantly worse than MetroCor fiber. Adding modulator chirp
significantly increased the maximum reach for both fibers.
Increasing channel spacing resulted in very little or no increase
in maximum reach.

In conclusion, we have shown that a NZDSF with negative
dispersion (MetroCor fiber) is engineered to enhance optical
systems resulting in reduced system costs and complexity, since
the need of dispersion compensation is eliminated. MetroCor
fiber takes advantage of the characteristics of inexpensive lasers
and is expected to enable transparency in metro area optical net-
works.

APPENDIX A
SMALL -SIGNAL-BASED MODEL OF DMLS

This appendix presents a rigorous small-signal analysis of
the interaction between laser chirp and chromatic dispersion.
The target of this small-signal model is to analyze the impact of
transient and adiabatic chirp on the performance of fiber types
having different dispersion parameter signs. It is shown that the
intersymbol interference (ISI) can be attributed to the phase dif-

ference between intensity and frequency modulations in the case
of transient chirp dominated lasers.

The instantaneous frequency change (chirp— ) is given
by the following expression:

(A.1)

where
instantaneous optical power;
linewidth enhancement factor;
adiabatic chirp coefficient.

Taking the Laplace transform of (A.1), it can be shown that
the small-signal FM response of a DML is given by the fol-
lowing expression:

(A.1)

where is the angular modulation frequency and the av-
erage optical power.

For the purpose of this study, a periodic small-signal si-
nusoidal modulation of both intensity and phase is assumed.
Therefore, the power of the optical signal at the output of the
DFB semiconductor laser could be expressed as

(A.3)

where is the AM modulation index.
The output complex envelope of the electric field could be

expressed as

(A.4)

In (A.4) is the frequency modulation (FM) index

(A.5)

is the phase difference between AM and FM

(A.6)

and is a frequency offset

(A.7)

The fiber transfer function is given by [27]:

(A.8)

where

(A.9)

is the phase change due to dispersion,is the carrier wave-
length, is the dispersion parameter at is the
modulation frequency, is the transmission distance andis
the speed of light in vacum.

The small-signal model has now been formulated. As
an example we will present the simulation results for the
following parameter set:
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(separate chirp types) or

(combined chirp

types), mm, ps/nm/km and GHz
(corresponding to Gb/s). The simulation results are
presented in Fig. 27. It can be seen that the power penalty
increases dramatically for large transmission distances, if
we transmit a waveform produced by a DML that has only
transient chirp over positive dispersion fiber (curve 1). If the
same signal is transmitted over a negative dispersion fiber a
negative power penalty is obtained (curve 4). For both fiber
types and for a DML that has only adiabatic chirp we obtained
the same performance (curve 3). If a signal produced by a
DML with both transient and adiabatic chirp is transmitted over
a positive dispersion fiber we observe a penalty smaller than
that in the case of transmission of signal with transient chirp
only (curve 2). If the same signal is transmitted over negative
dispersion fiber a further more negative power penalty will
also be achieved (curve 5). The results show that the transient
chirp is deleterious for positive dispersion fibers and beneficial
for negative dispersion fibers. No performance improvement
is observed if a negative dispersion fibers is used instead of
a positive dispersion fiber with the same absolute value of
dispersion in the exclusive presence of adiabatic chirp.

It is worth noting that the above small-signal analysis asso-
ciates the phase difference between amplitude (AM) and fre-
quency (FM) modulations, which is an intrinsic characteristic of
all lasers with the dispersion characteristics of the fiber without
eliminating either the transient or the adiabatic chirp terms. It is
shown that when the AM phase lags compared to FM, the pulses
are compressed in a negative dispersion fiber. However, it should
noted that this analytical study is strictly valid for a small-signal
sinusoidal waveform. The distortion-induced penalty in the case
of large-signal NRZ pulses must be studied using the rate equa-
tions-based model.
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